
Interrogations #7, Sociology 929, Week 8, March 13, 2018 

Participatory Budgets 

 

1. Maryanne Schiffman 

This week’s readings left me unclear as to how to construct or even imagine solutions to the problem 
posed by Baiocchi and Ganuza: the lack of “global travel” of the “empowerment dimension” of the 
Brazilian model of participatory budgeting. While the authors warn against “romanticizing” the original 
architects of PB under Workers’ Party control of Porto Alegre from 1988 to 2004 and argue that this 
unique political context should not be seen as a necessary condition for achieving such high levels of 
empowerment (34), the apparent absence of even one example in which PB has reemerged elsewhere 
in the world with an empowerment dimension close to that of Porto Alegre’s kind of makes it seem like 
that political context was crucial to the kind of PB they developed. Driving this point home was my 
discovery that Porto Alegre (now under centrist PSDB party control) has actually cancelled PB for 2018, 
and Chicago’s CAPS program has been cancelled as well: in both cases the reason given was “lack of 
funding available” for these processes. While Baiocchi and Ganuza’s argument that citizen participation 
may not be needed in cities with already high functioning levels of democratic process (43) could 
possibly explain the demise of PB in Porto Alegre, no one believes for a minute that Chicago is so 
democratic it doesn’t need citizen oversight of the CPD. These examples of “death by budget cuts” make 
me skeptical of the authors’ faith that PB empowerment can be implemented through discretionary 
portions of budgets in which bureaucrats and the powerful have little interest (45): once people try to 
expand citizen oversight to areas that matter more, won’t hostile political actors just pull the plug on the 
process? Again, the fact that the authors themselves evaluate European and other PB processes as less 
than empowered seems to illustrate this. In summary, it is not that I think that empowered participatory 
budgeting is not possible, it’s just that I cannot imagine how it would be possible under anything other 
than a uniquely supportive leftist government.  

EOW comment: This is a critical issue – how congenial does the political environment need to be for 
(1) the initial introduction of municipal PB and (2) the defense and deepening of PB. One might also 
want to think about the degree of empowerment rather than just treat this as a binary – that might 
open up more room for thinking about the interaction of the political environment and the character 
of PB.  

 

2. Annaliese Grant  

While I find participatory budgeting interesting and useful in our utopian thinking, I also can’t help but 
see just how integrated it is in an already-flawed government version of democracy. In Fung and 
Wright’s chapter, they claim, “We believe that this decline in confidence in the democratic affirmative 
state does not reflect an actual exhaustion of democratic potential but rather the political triumph of 
antistatist neoliberalism.” With this argument, I get confused, I think, about what democracy truly is. Is it 
inclusion of everyone in decision-making power in the state (this seems to be the ongoing implied 
definition)? If so, one might argue that the participatory budgeting proposal takes us automatically at 
least a little bit closer to an ideal and real democracy. However, it seems that the automatic part of this 
doesn’t quite come to fruition, because as Baiocchi and Ganuza argue, participatory budgeting has also 
been coopted by other entities as a technique for radically different means. Is it possible, then, to 
conceive of a real utopian alternative that is at its core about democracy in all forms it takes, or are the 
real utopian proposals we make always merely at the mercy of the state/firm/group who takes it? Is it 

http://jcrs.uol.com.br/_conteudo/2017/03/politica/553697-prefeitura-de-porto-alegre-cancela-op-neste-ano.html
http://www.ipr.northwestern.edu/about/news/2016/skogan-chicago-police-task-force-accountability.html
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possible to think of a real utopian alterative that cannot be coopted for undemocratic purposes without 
changing the entire structure of the proposal? Or are all possible real utopias just at the mercy of the 
ideology of the people who use them?  

EOW: Can there be an uncooptable real utopia? Here is one way of thinking about this. Any effort at 
emancipatory project – if its core values deeply contradict the structures of power and domination in 
a society face a dilemma: it can risk being coopted or risk being marginalized. What I call “symbiotic” 
reforms are thus inherently contradictory. If they are uncooptable they are likely to be unsustainable. 
One can sustain a project over time if it operates on the fringes and poses no threat. This is the 
dilemma socialists faced in the 19th century: should they engage in electoral politics and risk being 
coopted or refuse to participate and risk marginalization. I think democracy projects today face the 
same kind of dilemma. 

 

3. Wendy Y. Li 

 For me, the starting point for creating empowered participatory governance starts with the 
political constraints of collective action. What are the rules and conditions that will allow groups to 
come together and advocate for their political interest? How can we encourage creativity and 
innovation in fields where collective actors and deliberation become calcified? I share the Bourdieusian 
view that deliberation can and usually will reproduce hierarchies. But I also hold a less deterministic 
view in that institutions can distort the ways these hierarchies are reproduced, or encourage new 
hierarchies, resulting in equilibria that are on the whole more equitable.  

  As Baiocchi points out, inequalities will always exist, even within relatively open deliberative 
institutions. In the U.S., everyone has the 1st amendment right to the freedom of assembly, but some 
groups are more empowered in advocating their political interests. This strength is conditioned on many 
things- unequal distributions of capital, but also tax policy, legal status, symbolic capital and personal 
networks. Groups with economic capital can hire lobbyists, attorneys, and PR firms, who have 
specialized knowledge, technical expertise, and professional networks to draw upon. This problem is 
especially stark where policy institutions are centralized and not amenable to localization: foreign policy, 
monetary policy, national security, etc. To take the example of trade policy, stakeholder relations have 
calcified around a few key groups, which are illustrated by the makeup of the trade policy advisory 
committees. [Private industry holds 85% of the seats on these committees, while labor, NGOs, epistemic 
communities, and state/local government hold the rest of the seats. For a handy visual, see: 
http://www.washingtonpost.com/wp-srv/special/business/trade-advisory-committees/ ]. New players 
are seldom able to make their voices heard, unless they have the ability to draft sleek reports, hire 
attorneys to frame their interests in legal and technical language, or hire a former public official who still 
maintains professional connections.  

 How could institutional design lower this barrier to entry, allowing new groups to enter the 
field? Technical assistance could be one option- the state could create politically independent offices 
within each regulatory agency that would offer legal and technical services to groups who would like to 
be heard by the state. Changing the rules around access could be another option. Currently, meetings 
with stakeholders are generally scheduled by lobbyists who know who to call. An open meeting system – 
something akin to the “big block of cheese” day made famous by The West Wing – which allocates time 
to any and every group that requests a meeting could be another option.  

http://www.washingtonpost.com/wp-srv/special/business/trade-advisory-committees/
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EOW: Your comment here is not really about participatory budgeting, but about the broader problem 
of the obstacles to different categories of people having their interests and voices heard. The issue 
here is whether institutional innovations like PB can be a step in this direcrtion. 

 

 

4. Siying Fu 

Questions: How to prevent “forum-shopping” while PB and other aspects of civil society are expected 
to be mutually-reinforcing? Why exactly did the emancipatory dimension of PB get lost in its global 
travel? 

 In general, I am very convinced of the viability, achievability and desirability of Participatory 
Budgeting (PB) as a real Utopian institution, as its empirical success illustrates. I especially appreciate 
the six principles in Fung and Wright, for they provide a clear guidance for us to evaluate any EPG 
program. I believe PB, in its original design, fits every principle. Therefore, among everything we have 
discussed so far, I think PB is the most promising real Utopian idea. 

However, there are two questions that I hope to raise for the discussion. First, one of Fung and 
Wright’s evaluative criteria is whether the project can act as a “School of democracy” that facilitate 
ordinary citizens’ general democratic participation. In Baiocchi’s chapter, he also shows the increase in 
the number of civil society organizations following the success of PB. However, if there are more civil 
associations, people have more options where to appeal their demands and have them satisfied. If the 
success of PB has indeed facilitated the establish of and participation in more civil associations, it seems 
that the possibility of “forum-shopping” that Fung and Wright describe could increase. Since one 
distinctive feature of PB is that participants arrive at the final decision by considering not maximizing 
their personal interests, but what is best for the community, the existence of many other civil society 
organizations where people may realize their own interests could potentially hurt the functioning of PB 
and the promotion of democratic ideology in general. 

 Second, I thought the dissection of PB into its communicative and emancipatory dimensions is 
so crucial, and I was very concerned to read that the global adoption of PB in most cases ignored the 
emancipatory dimension. Baiocchi and Ganuza’s article, while incisively identifies the problem, does not 
provide an explanation of how it comes to be, or how we can possibly solve it. The fact that the 
emancipatory dimension gets lost in its global travel in itself reveals that national governments are 
reluctant to implement it in replace of established institutions, but are only willing to coopt it into them. 
As sociology students, we know that once put in place, institutional mechanisms acquire life of their 
own, and the uncertainty of implementing alternatives is often sufficient for people – especially people 
in power – to avoid such implementation. It seems to me that PB’s success in Porto Alegre owes much to 
the unaccountable patronage-ridden government and its failure to meet almost all public expectations. 
But in nations like Sweden and Germany, where the government already functions much more 
effectively and democratically (as compared to the Brazilian government), how can we go beyond the 
status quo, with all the vested interests it contains, and achieve the real transformation that embraces 
the emancipatory dimension of PB? 

EOW. First of “forum shopping”: the word “forum” here refers to the places where political decisions 
can be made – agencies, courts, legislatures, commissions, etc. The idea of forum shopping, then, is 
the powerful groups can choose where they want to press their intersts. They can always go to court. 
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The issue here is not that civic organizations/associations would be forums where interests can be 
expressed. 

On the emancipatory dimension: one thing to think about is whether this should be treated in as 
binary a way as B&G do. Can one think of a partial realization of an emancipatory rather than just 
communicative ideal? 

 

5. Sara Trongone 

Baiocchi and Ganuza’s article highlights a critical disjuncture between the realities of most 
Participatory Budgeting experiments (save Porto Alegre) and the necessary design features that render 
these processes both communicative and empowered. In fact, none of the major design specifications of 
EPG (devolution to empowered local units, connection to superordinate centralized authorities, and the 
generation of new state institutions to support and guide decentered units) are present in its global 
expansion. I am loath to conclude that these projects are therefore ‘failed’ or undesirable. Research 
seems to show that PB does—even in its weakest form—act as a “school of democracy” or a forum 
whereby the otherwise disenfranchised weigh in on the issues that affect their livelihood, learn about 
budgetary processes, and feel the power of collective, deliberative processes (even if the outcomes are 
not terribly consequential and that power only manifests in its latent potentiality—as a means of 
probing the bounds of the possible).   

Perhaps there is a simple (though not particularly easy) remedy to this disjuncture. If we know 
that PB can work and largely avoids the potential pitfalls enumerated in Wright and Fung’s introduction 
when both communicative and empowered dimensions are present (as Baiocchi demonstrates in the 
2003 Real Utopias volume), then we should fight to preserve PB where it exists and apply strategic 
pressure to fight for the requisite administrative reorganization and institutional linkages that give PB its 
teeth. There seems to be an assumption that deliberation necessarily discourages radicalism and 
militancy as if these two modes of engaging with the state are mutually exclusive. Perhaps we can 
envisage a two-part PB in which budget priorities are decided through deliberation and then buttressed 
through agitation for proper implementation so that participants can flex both sets of democratic 
muscles: the capacity for reasoned deliberation and the capacity for protest/popular demand. (An 
important caveat here is that conventional protest is usually issue-driven and relates to one’s personal 
interests. The philosophies and values undergirding protest in this instance would be very different.) 
Until the proper empowerment dimensions are fully realized, social movement organizations/NGOs 
could help mobilize citizens to present their budgetary recommendations and sets of rules and demands 
related to uptake, implementation, and future processes with all of the dynamism and force of a protest 
movement. In short, we can and should inject the spirit of contentious politics into PB in a way that 
doesn’t undermine—and is distinct from—the deliberative spirit that guides the realization of collective, 
common interests.  

Personal notes/ issues to raise in class: 

-Facilitation: How is the ‘didactic’ character of PB maintained? I am hesitant to spend too much time on 
questions of internal process (the “communicative dimension” to use Baiocchi and Ganuza’s term) at the 
expense of necessary institutional reforms. However, as a side note, it does seem that the guidelines for 
effective facilitation are a bit black boxed. How do we retain the didactic quality of the PB experiments 
in Porto Alegre? What exactly did this “self-conscious strategy to impart [learning]” and “negotiations 
inspired in a solidaristic practice” look like and can it be replicated in a different context? How do we 
ensure that we have robust centralized transparency and accountability measures that balance power 
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between all actors engaged in EPG and that facilitators are skilled and mindful enough to ward off 
strategic domination or cooptation? Would the municipal government train and hire facilitators? What 
is the role that such folks would play in participatory democracy as a result? Would it be something akin 
to the professional/paid organizers in social movements (which, research has shown, has somewhat 
mixed and stultifying effects on protest and movement building)? 

EOW: You make a very nice point about the need to articulate contentious politics to the (relatively) 
calm compromise and consensus seeking deliberation within the process. This is absolutely at the 
heart of the very idea of real utopias as a way of building the world we want in the hostile 
environment of democratic capitalism. That is the inherent contradiction within most real utopias: 
how to institutionalize practices that really do embody emancipatory ideals (i.e. they are not just 
phony gestures) outside of marginalized niches when contentious politics is also essential for 
defending and expanding those real utopian initiatives?  One provocative idea for this is the dualism 
of deliberation and struggle you suggest – deliberation within the process + struggle/confrontation to 
defend and deepen the process.  

One other thing: You wrote the following: “In fact, none of the major design specifications of EPG 
(devolution to empowered local units, connection to superordinate centralized authorities, and the 
generation of new state institutions to support and guide decentered units) are present in its global 
expansion.” I’m not so sure of this. To be sure, in Porto Alegre were these were probably more 
developed than elsewhere, but even in New York the district assemblies Local units) had some real 
power (they could actually allocate the funds; those local units were connected to superordinate 
authority – the city council and mayor’s office; and there were specific staff people assigned to 
facilitate the process. This was much less elaborate than in PA, but still these are important. 

 

6. Maryam Ahmadi 

As (reasoned) deliberation plays a key part in Fung and Wright’s argument, I think the notions of reason 
and reasonableness call for more clarification. What does it mean to be reasonable and who gets to be 
reasonable? The authors have tried to define reason in terms of its form where they suggest that “. . . 
participants ought to persuade one another by offering reasons that others can accept. Such reasons 
might take forms like: we should do X because it is the “right thing to do,” “it is the fair way to go 
forward,” “we did Y last time and it didn’t work,” or “it is the best thing for the group as a whole” (17). 
These form-based definitions, though, incorporate content-based elements such as “right thing”, “fair 
way”, “best thing”, “group as a whole”, and so forth. This changes the question of “what is reason and 
reasonableness” to “what are good reasons”. Bringing Baiocchi and Ganuza into the play, we might 
answer this question by drawing on Habermasian discourse ethics in which debate occurs “between 
individuals in public space, in the context of shared understandings of action-orientation” (35).  

These take place under specific conditions: inclusion (nobody can be excluded from participation 
in a discussion that interests them), the absence of coercion (anyone can take part in the 
argument and counterargument freely without being subject to domination by others) and 
openness (each participant can start and continue the discussion on any relevant topic, 
including on the procedures to regulate the discussion) (35). 

On the other hand, Fung and Wright implicitly define good reasons by explicating the opposites:  
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 “. . . beyond unfair representation and direct force, powerful participants may seek to 

improperly and unreasonably exclude issues that threaten their interests from the scope of 

deliberative action” (34). 

 “. . . even if both strong and weak are well represented, the strong may nevertheless use tools 

at their disposal – material resources, information asymmetries, rhetorical capacities – to 

advance collective decisions that unreasonably favor their interests” (34). 

 “While empowered participatory governance shares this focus on persuasion and reason-giving 

with all accounts of deliberation, its practical focus departs from many treatments that depict 

discourse as the proffering of reasons to advance pre-given principles, proposals, values, or 

policies” (18). 

 “. . . where we often discuss issues and resolve  conflict not by pushing for as much as we can 

get, but rather by doing what seems reasonable and fair” (30). 

While tethering unreasonableness to exclusionary and restricting forces at play in deliberative action, 
Fung and Wright add a transformatory dimension to reasonableness: 

“By seeing that cooperation mediated through reasonable deliberation yields benefits not accessible 
through adversarial methods, participants might increase their disposition to be reasonable and to 
transform narrowly self-interested preferences accordingly” (32). 

Although all these fragmented definitions are helpful, they somehow overlook the ways in which reason 
and reasonableness themselves have been “always and already” exclusionary towards certain bodies 
and ways of being. Fung and Wright assert that “In the ideal, such procedures are regulated according to 
the lights of reason rather than money, power, numbers, or status” (26), but the problem lies where 
such lights are themselves constructed by power relations; power gets to determine what counts as 
reasonable. As a way out, we might want to consider Habermas’s procedural approach but what I find 
more interesting in Fung and Wright’s discussion is the way in which they lay emphasis on “individuals, 
close to the points of action, who possess intimate knowledge about relevant situations” (25). I think 
this embodied knowledge, this lived experience, could counterbalance the normativity of 
reasonableness.  

I also find Baiocchi and Ganuza’s emphasis on the empowerment dimension (versus the communicative 
dimension) very constructive as it shows it’s not just enough to call for understanding and dialogue 
without tending to the material (institutional or economic) social change as the desired ends of 
rhetorical engagement, even inside relations of inequality. 

EOW: The issue of “reasonableness” – like the problem of rationality and truth and any other term 
that intersects epistemological issues – is always difficult. And it can always happen that the divisions 
over what counts as making a reasonable argument are so great as to render deliberation impossible. 
But I don’t think that the problem can be characterized exclusively in terms of power: “power gets to 
determine what counts as reasonable.”  Power certainly influences what counts as reasonable, but 
often the principles of reasonableness and rationality that are “dictated” by power can be turned 
against the powerful.  

 

7. Jesse Benn 

In a lot of ways participatory budgeting strikes me as one of the more promising areas for building a Real 
Utopia of the proposals we’ve looked at this semester. It hits on several key goals regarding empowered 
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political involvement and a redistribution of power away from elites. The transformative aspect of 
participatory budgeting seems most likely to transform political society rather than economic society, 
though. In other words, it seems like a path for democratizing democracy more than democratizing the 
economy.  

Baiocchi and Ganuza bring up a critique that follows this: government that’s already sufficiently 
democratized doesn’t need further democratization. This seems like it would be a compelling de-
motivator for people in the United States who believe democracy is working more or less as it should. If 
getting PB into the political mainstream of the US is a goal and the path to doing so requires getting 
either the Democrats or the GOP on board then it seems this problem becomes even more pronounced. 
People who feel represented by and tend to engage with the Donkeys and Elephants lack the impetus to 
explore new ways to expand democracy. It seems like making PB a primary issue is a promising platform 
plank third party challengers like the Greens (or DSA could make it an issue they push Dems to take on 
until they start running their own candidates) might want to take up.  

Another especially interesting thing to me about PB is the potential to expand it to bigger populations 
and issues. Thinking in the context of the US political system PB seems like it could even hypothetically 
be expanded to the federal budget (at least the limited discretionary portion). I’d like to talk about the 
logistical potential of PB on a national scale (as in the potential for it to work, not get passed) and if this 
would be desirable even if the communicative aspect of PB was the emphasis. Right now the ability of 
the national public to give input in a meaningful way to budgetary processes is limited and essentially 
never holistic. So even if a PB process was implemented without (or with limited) specific mechanisms of 
empowerment it seems like the chance for public opinion on the budget to crystallize in a more 
complete way would be powerful. It might also lend to an indirect enforcement where people are more 
likely to vote out incumbents who aren’t responsive to the PB process.  

EOW: I think PB most naturally works at smallere scales – cities, schools,projects. The core of the 
model is direct citizen involvement, so that would definitely be harder to organized ata national level. 
On the issue of whether the potential for PB is lower in “well-functioning democracies” because there 
is less of a need: It is always interesting to think about whether pushing for deeper forms of 
democracy is easier or harder in already-pretty-democratic systems. On the one hand, the democratic 
deficit is smaller, but on the other some of the things which would make PB works smoothly are more 
likely to be present.  

 

 

8. Youbin Kang 

Type of work and participation 

I found particularly interesting Baiocchi’s statistics on participation levels. He mentions that “each 
additional year of experience increases chances by 25 percent, and each additional tie in civil society 
increased the odds by 55 percent. Being retired increases the odds by over 200 percent, and being self-
employed by over 80 percent.” (p.55). I want to discuss how the labor market structure relates to the 
ideals of participatory budgeting, and how it could be mitigated for those that work full time. 

Deliberation and political partisanship 

All of the examples listed in Fung and Wright’s EPG scheme happens under left-leaning governments. 
The state is an important source for providing the space for deliberation, and in many cases, regulating 
and/or executing the decisions of the EPG. Even if this is a new left imagination, the realizability of the 
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project seems to depend on party-power. Given the volatile nature of partisan politics in many countries 
today, it would be important to discuss the effects of political partisanship and the involvement of the 
state in EPG schemes (for example, Baiocchi mentions how delegitimization of civil society groups due to 
“left patronage” resulted in the failure of implementing PB in Sao Paulo.). It would also be interesting to 
think about the cause-effect relationship the other way around, how voting behavior might change 
through participation in EPG. 

EOW: In all participatory modes of politics, time constraints loom large as a problem. Unless people 
feel that this is something that they value, then I don’t think things like adjusting meeting times or 
providing entertainment, etc, will really make much of a difference. Josh Lerner wrote a book called 
Making Democracy Fun  which focuses on ways to make the actual process for interesting and 
exciting, so that people are drawn to participation, but I think this can only make a minor difference. 

 

 

9. Masoud Movahed 

It is no longer an esoteric reality that the conventional electoral democracy lacks much of the essence of 
genuine democratic governance. Citizens hand-over decision-making power to a handful representatives 
without much engagement with the ‘choices’ that the representatives make. While there does not seem 
to be a shortage of normative models of more participatory and engaged governance, the key question 
persists: what alternative and workable models can one actually envision that would function properly 
at large scale? Erik Wright and Archon Fung’s Deepening Democracy represents an important advance in 
our understanding of what could be called reflective democracy: a democracy that devolves decision-
making and implementation power to local units and ordinary people.  

The chapters assigned from Deepening Democracy are straightforward and clear. The existing  
experiments and the institutional designs of more participatory and reflexive democracy are delineated 
in the first chapter. In second chapter, Baiocchi details the process of participatory budgeting in Porto 
Alegre, Brazil. As a measure of participatory budgeting’s success in empowering ordinary people, he 
cites the real positive outcomes it has delivered to improve people’s lives: paved roads, running water 
throughout 98 percent of the city, development of various infrastructure, 98 percent sewage coverage 
are a few among others. This presents a tremendous case of success for empowerment.  

But in the article that Baiocchi coauthored with Ganuza titled Participatory Budgeting as if Emancipation 
Mattered (2014), they suggests that participatory budgeting as a real utopian project is now less capable 
of empowering and emancipating ordinary people. Baiocchi and Ganuza examine participatory 
budgeting in important dimensions namely, communicative and empowerment. The former has to do 
with open, transparent, and egalitarian communication. The latter, as they argue, has to do with the 
way “communicative inputs are actually linked to state structures” that enable participants to define the 
terms of their own participation. Specifically, Baiocchi and Ganuza identify four elements of 
empowerment: primacy, scope/importance, participatory power, and self-regulation. They posit that 
precisely because of the aforesaid four elements, participatory budgeting presents itself as a good 
instrument for empowered and participatory governance, and of course, a workable real utopian 
project. But they argue they the global travel of participatory budgeting has now become an 
institutional blueprint based on only communication and much less on empowerment.  

This raises an important question about the long-term viability of such projects in the real utopian 
sense. We know for a fact that the Porto Alegre participatory budgeting case under the Workers’ Party 
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was both communicative and emancipatory/empowering, but it lasted only for two decades. This 
suggests that even if an emancipatory project is achievable, it may only be temporary, because the 
conditional backgrounds (i.e. the Worker’s Party remaining in power after 2004) may not sustain 
themselves. So how do we ensure long-term viability and sustainability of such real utopian projects?  

EOW: I guess in answer to your question I would have to say, “there is no way to guarantee the 
sustainability of any real utopia.” You can never relax. But of course, this is true for every 
emancipatory project, every progressive politics: there probably isn’t any way to lock-in an 
institutional framework with emancipatory dimensions that cannot unravel or erode over time. I 
suppose, then, the main issue is whether there are things that can be done that make erosion harder. 

  

 

 


